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Introduction
The following document has been put together to give our staff, customers and suppliers confidence

that we have put all measures in place to minimise the risk of infection when visiting Stack Seaburn.

This document is a living and breathing 'playbook' and will be updated in accordance with any 
official government guidance for operating this type of venue during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Danieli Holdings are responsible for ensuring all of the communal areas are compliant. 

Version 1.0 - Published 06.08.20

Version 2.0 - Published 10.09.20

Version 3.0 - Published 14.10.20

Version 4.0 - Published 15.03.21



STEP 2 -  No sooner than 12 April 

P 2

Hospitality venues will be allowed to serve people outdoors at Step 2 and there will be no need for customers to order a substantial

meal with alcoholic drinks and no curfew, although customers must order, eat and drink while seated (‘table service’). Wider social

contact rules will apply in all these settings to prevent indoor mixing between different households.

Restrictions include:

Rule of 6 or two households outdoors. 

No household mixing indoors.

Table service must be in operation with customers seated at all times other than going to the toilets.

 Face masks to be worn by staff and by customers when not seated.

Socila distnacing & hygeine measures to be in place.
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Hospitality venues will be able to open for outdoor service, with no requirement for

a substantial meal to be served alongside alcoholic drinks, and no curfew. The

requirement to order, eat and drink while seated (‘table service’) will remain.

All newly open settings must abide by the social contact rules. The Government will continue to enforce restrictions and require

businesses to demonstrate robust strategies for managing the risk of transmission and to ensure social distancing rules are followed.

Local authorities and the police will continue to provide support and advice to newly reopened settings, enabling them to operate

safely. Where businesses do not follow the rules, the appropriate enforcement action will be taken.



STACK Operating Procedures - from Monday 12 April
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OUTDOOR  - All of STACK's communal seating areas within the plaza on the ground floor and gallery on the upper floor areas are classed as

outdoor space in line with Government regulations.

Indoor areas - Downey's Fish & Chips & YOLO Coffee & Kitchen both have their own indoor seating areas - these areas will remain closed to the

public for indoor dinning. 

RULE OF 6
Group bookings and walk up can be accommodated for groups of up to 6 people from different households or from two households up to any size - however the

maximum group size we can accommodate is 10. 
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TABLE SERVICE
Food and drink can only be provided to the customer if they order it, and are served it, whilst they are seated. 

Table service is in operation along with an option for customers to use the W8R order & pay App - this allows customers to order food & drinks through their mobile

phone and have the items served directly to the table.

FACE COVERINGS
face covering regulations mandate the wearing of a covering in hospitality venues for customers and front of house staff. A covering should be worn when moving

around venues, including while being taken to be seated and going to the toilet.  Face coverings should follow the Government guidance. You must remind

customers to wear a face covering whilst moving around the venue.

OPENING HOUR
There is no longer a curfew so we will operate our normal opening hours:

Sunday - Thursday: 10am till Midnight
Friday & Saturday: 10am - 1am
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Helping our staff  take care of themselves and the people
around them, prioritising  healthy behaviours at work.

 Introducing intensified cleaning and hygiene regimes
throughout the venue, front and back of house.

Safety &
Wellbeing

SS



Covid 19 -  Safety Guidelines

Creating a safe environment for our staff to work:

Provide staff with a

health checklist to track

and monitor any signs of

illness before coming to

work.

Staff will be given a

temperature check and sign

a self declaration form that

they are fit to work at the start

of each shift.

If/when it is available staff will

be advised to download the

government approved

Contact Tracing App.

All staff will be provided

with protective face masks  
which must be worn during

shifts.

All staff will be required

to wash their hands on

arrival at work and every
20 mins thereafter.

Implemented company

wide procedures for

suspected or confirmed

COVID cases.

Increased cleaning and

disinfection in work

areas, common areas & 

customer areas.

Adjusting work shifts
in some areas to reduce

the number of people in

a particular area at one time.

Social distancing
measures in place - clearly

identified individual

working spaces.

Hand sanitisers
available in all work areas

and back of house.

STAFFSTAFF
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Covid 19 -  Safety Guidelines STAFFSTAFF
Supporting documents including the detail with regards to safety

measures:

Cleaning Schedule - completed by General Manager

Reopening Critical Path - completed by General Manager

Back of house posters including; 

- Wash Hands

- Keep Safe

- Covid Symptoms

- Mental Health Support

- Key Messages

- Guide to Maks Use

Risk Assesment - completed by General Manager
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Covid 19 -  Staff Posters
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Covid 19 -  Staff Posters
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CUSTOMERSCUSTOMERSCovid 19 -  Safety Measures

Creating a safe environment for our customers:

Every morning the full

venue will be sprayed

with disinfectant mist
pre-opening.

Dedicated cleaning
team to continuously

clean surfaces and toilets

during opening hours.

Enforced social distancing
with limited capacity and

one metre gaps between

tables.

Automatic dispensing

hand sanitisers available

at  entrance and exits and

throughout the venue.

Order & Pay APP in place
and contactless

payments to be taken

where possible. 

Pre- booking
encouraged at all times

with limited walk up, with

table service and

allocated time slots.

Clear communication to
customers about our policies

and guidelines within the

venue and prior to visiting.

Covid Marshalls to ensure

physical distancing and

hygiene measures are being

adhered to. 

 

Max of 6 people per
table or two

households up to 10

Visitors must wear face

coverings when moving round

the site to go to the bathroom

unless exempt .
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Giving our staff the knowledge and tools to be able to

carry out their duties safely, minimising their own risk

and that of our customers.

All staff must complete a series of training modules to

prepare them for opening STACK Seaburn with Covid

Safe operating procedures and safety measures.

Training
Preparing our staff to work in a safe environment.

TT



Staff Training

Modules

All staff must complete all of the following

training modules:

Takeaways & Deliveries

Staff Protection

Cleaning & Hygiene

Social Distancing

Prepare to Reopen

Customer Service

New Operating Procedures

Training support will be offered to all traders

to assist with their operations.
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Identifying and implementing social

distancing measures in your venue.

Regaining consumer confidence with

excellent customer care.

Considerations for a successful

takeaway and delivery service.

Module 3: 

Cleaning & Hygiene

Knowing how to plan more

thorough and frequent cleaning.

Module 1: 

Prepare to Reopen

Module 2: 

Staff Protection

What’s covered:

Getting your team fully protected

and ready to return to work.

The importance of cleaning and hygiene

in the work environment.

What’s covered:

Ensuring staff are fit and healthy when

they return to work.

Taking active measures to maintain staff

safety in the work environment.

Informing staff of the precautions they are

required to take and encouraging training.

Regularly reviewing and updating staff

protection procedures.

What’s covered:

Appreciate why cleaning is so vital in the

prevention of COVID-19.

Understanding how to keep staff safe while

they clean.

The ‘theatre’ of cleaning and how it can

help to reassure your customers.
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Module 4: 

Social Distancing

What’s covered:

Practical advice for implementing

social distancing guidelines within a

restaurant environment.

Preparing for reduced capacity in venues.

Anticipating the impact on business and

staff performance.

How to get the most out of outdoor and

underused spaces.

Module 5: 

Customer Service

What’s covered:

Being aware of the customer journey

and take active measures to

safeguard it.

Clearly communicating processes in

place to ensure customer safety.

Reducing transmission risks.

Engaging customers in their own

protection.

Module 6: 

Takeaways & deliveries

What’s covered:

Understanding what is needed to

begin legally providing takeaway food

or drinks.

Knowing how to safely provide food

delivery and takeaway.

Understanding the applications of food

safety regulations.

Knowing how to look after staff and

customers.
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A Access
As we navigate the new normal and implement physical
distancing measure we need to ensure our venue is safe to
access and able to operate effectively and commercially.

A



Our aim is to create a working environment

that is safe for our staff to access and carry out

their duties. 

Employees must NOT attend work if they are

presenting any COVID-19 symptoms and report this to

the manager at the earliest convenience.

Employees are encouraged to travel to work in their

own vehicle, by foot or cycle where possible. If

travelling via public transport, government guidelines

regarding face coverings etc must be followed.

Start times, shifts, lunches and breaks will be

staggered to reduce the number of staff needing

acces to staffroom/ break areas. Teams will be put into

bubbles to further minimise the risk of transmission.

Employees will be allocated a designated working

area that does not put them within one metre of

another employee for any period of time and is side-

by-side rather than face-to-face wherever possible.

Employees will have access to hand sanitisers back of

house and will be required to clean down their

working area at the start of their shift, during and end

of their shift. 

STAFFSTAFF
Access to work in a safe  

environment
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Staff will have

access to hand

sanitisers and

hand washing

facilities during

their shift

All staff will

have access

to face

masks and

gloves

1M

Staff training on

new procedures

and how to

negotiate with

difficult

customers

Staff will be allocated a

designated working

area for the duration of

their shift and teams

will work in 'bubbles' 

Perspex

screens will be

in place at the

bar and food

hatches
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Our aim is to reopen the venue to the public and

make them feel safe when accessing the site.

The following measures will temporarily be in place

to ensure the health and safety of our customers

whilst physical distancing is necessary to prevent

the spread of infection.

We ask that any customers who are presenting any of

the Covid-19 symptoms to not visit the venue and

follow the government guidance.

Pre-booking will be encouraged, with limited

availability for walk up - this is to ensure there are no

queues and capacity is managed to maintain a one

metre distance between customers.

A one way system will operate for entrance and exits

and on internal staircases to help keep people at a

physical distance of one metre apart.

No customers can go up to the bar or food hatches

therefore we have put in place Order & Pay through an

app and we will operate table service with staff

allocated to tables.

The venue will operate at a reduced capacity with

tables clearly spaced one metres apart.

All customers must remain at their table other than to

use the bathroom or to visit a designated smoking

area.

CUSTOMERSCUSTOMERS
Access to a safe and

enjoyable environment
1m
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Table service &

Order & Pay app 

 provided to

minimise

movement

within the venue 

Covid Marshalls

will be present

providing social

distance

guidance to

customers

Capacity will be
reduced with all

tables spaced one
metre apart

Rule of 6 or two housholds 

(max 10 per table)

Order & Pay app will

be available and

contactless payment

methods are

preferred

Pre-booking will

be encouraged 

along with

contact details

of main booker
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All bookings will receive

detail on the guidance for

visiting Stack and FAQ's.

 

A video is being produced

to communicate all of the

measures and protocols

that have been put in place

to be shared on social

media.

 

 

 

Outdoor gatherings  - 
must still be limited to 6

people or 2 households

and no indoor mixing.

 

Max number we can

accommodate for two

household is 10 people

 

Customers will be asked to

confirm details at the time

of booking.

During the booking process

the booker will be asked to

provide the following

details to be kept on file for

21 days:

 

Name
Address

Contact Number
Email Address

Covid 19 -  Safety Measures

How we will manage entry numbers and encourage

compliance with limits on gatherings:

TABLE BOOKINGS STAGGERED ENTRY
APPROPRIATE
GATHERINGS TRACK & TRACE COMMUNICATION

All customers will be

encouraged to pre-book
their table online for an

allocated time slot.

 

Limited walk up will be

available.

 

A deposit will be
required to guarantee

the booking.

Table booking time
slots will be staggered
to help prevent queues

and support the city

and transport with a

flow of arrival and

departure times across

the day.
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NHS Test & Trace QR codes are displayed at the

entrance and customers are asked to scan before

entering. 

If a customer doesn't have access to a smart phone,

details will be taken manually. 

NHS Test & TraceNHS Test & Trace
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SUPPLIERSSUPPLIERS

Our suppliers and contractors will be given access

to a site where they can carry out their tasks and

continue to provide a service safely. 

We will work with our suppliers to minimise the risk

to their employees.

Access to a safe

environment

All suppliers and contractors will be required to

provide a copy of their own risk assessment for

accessing the site.

All visitors to the site will have access to hand

sanitisers and will be asked to wash their hands.

All external suppliers and contractors will be expected

to abide by social distancing measures and asses their

own risk when carrying out work on site.

Delivery timetables will be coordinated wherever

possible to minimise the number of external suppliers

being on site at the same time.

All suppliers and contractors will be required to supply

a copy fo their company 'Covid-19 Staff Safety Policy.

We will also supply them with our own policies.
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TRADERSTRADERS

Our traders will be given support to re-open their

businesses safely and in line with Stacks overall

operating procedures.

A 'retail playbook' and a 'food trader playbook' have

been developed to provide further guidance for

both types of operators.

All traders will be supplied with a copy of the Stack

Playbook and specific Playbooks for retail units & food

units.

Traders are responsible for implementing their own

cleaning, hygiene and social distancing measures in

their unit following the government guidelines.

Traders will need to limit the number of people who

can enter their unit at any one time and may need to

implement ordering systems and offer table service/

buzzers for food.

Traders will be expected to provide signage and floor

tape where necessary in their own unit to clearly mark

social distancing guidelines.

All traders will be required to supply a copy fo their

company 'Covid-19 Staff Safety Policy and copy of

''Risk Assessments'. We will also supply them with our

own policies.

Access to a safe

environment to do business
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Provide hand

sanitisers for

customers to use

on entering &

exiting the store

24hr security will

be on site to

provide any

assistance with

non compliance

from customers

Promote

contactless

payment

methods 

`Limit the

number of

people who

can enter your

unit at one time
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As we adapt and introduce new protocols and measures
for operating post pandemic it is important that we
communicate this information in clear, simple messages
to our staff and customers on a regular basis.

C CommunicationC



Communication to customers - EXTERNAL

Stack website updated

with all key information for

accessing the venue and

our new operating

procedures and health &

hygiene protocols.

 

Menus for all food

vendors and bars to be

easily accessed online.

Weekly emails to GDPR

compliant Database

informing customers of

booking procedures

and new operating

procedures for venue

and vendors.

Social media channels to

be used to get out key

messages for reopening.

 

Video & images to be used

wherever possible.

 

Full comms & content plan

in separate document to be

followed.

Press Release with details

of reopening procedures to

be shared with all local

media.

 

Share info and content with

all media and partners to

help spread the message

Update Google Business

Page and all other third

party online platforms with

updated access

information and guidelines.

 

 

EMAILWEBSITE SOCIAL MEDIA MEDIA ONLINE
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Communication to customers - ON SITE

Staff to communicate new

operating practices with

customers on arrival and

when seating.

 

Staff to answer any

customer queries and

provide simple clear

messages in a friendly

manner.

Internal and external

advertising screens will be

used to display all key

customer messages on a

loop.

 

Messages can be updated

quickly as and when

needed.

Signage with key messages

to be displayed throughout

the venue as appropriate.

 

Visitor guidance notice to

be clearly displayed at the

entrance explaining the full

operating procedures.

Directional signage to

communicate one-way

system for entrance and

exits.

 

Directional signage clearly

displayed on stairs to mark

one-way access.

SIGNAGEBIG SCREEN DIRECTIONSVERBAL
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With lots of new procedures and a new way of
working it is key that the government guidelines are
followed. The key is in keeping it simple for all of our
staff, customers and suppliers to understand and
follow. 

The last thing we want to do is create any confusion
which could lead to increasing the possibility of
infection. 

K Key to Covid SafeK



Key priorities to

running a safe

venue

Keep everyone safe - provide staff, customers, traders

& suppliers with a safe environment minimising the risk

of infection.

Keep it clean - dedicated team to clean continuously

throughout opening hours, hand sanitisers,

disinfectant misting machine, hand washing every 20

mins.

Keep everyone informed - regularly communicate

clear, simple and concise messages with relevant and

engaging content. Visible signage throughout venue.

Keep a safe distance - reduced capacity, table

bookings with table service and order & pay app, one

way entrance & exits, contactless payments, no

dancing.

Keep it 'social' - as a social environment we need to

continue to create a vibrant and friendly atmosphere

without compromising physical distancing measures.
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Key Messages: Customer Notices/ Signage

Signage - Social distance guidelines:  queuing locations, one way directions,

entrance Covid sign

Toilets - Number of people in at a time (entrance door), hand washing

guidelines (by sinks), key messages (back of toilet doors)

Screen - Key operational messages, cleaning protocols, hygiene messages,

venue safety notice, Covid-19 symptom checker

Tables - QR codes, table service and pre-booking info
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COVID-19: what you need to do
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus

Support for businesses and employers during coronavirus (COVID-19)
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus/business-support

Working safely during coronavirus (COVID-19)
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19

Guidance for people who work in or run shops, branches, stores or similar environments.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/shops-and-branches

COVID-19: guidance for food businesses on coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/restaurants-offering-takeaway-or-

delivery

Useful Links

Where to obtain further guidance:
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https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus/business-support
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/guidance-and-support-for-employees-during-%20coronavirus-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/shops-and-branches
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-food-%20businesses/guidance-for-food-businesses-on-coronavirus-covid-19

